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THE RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES PANEL (CONTINUED) 

MR. GRANDY: 

x. nm NATIONAL EVALUATION PROGRAH: 
KNm\1LEDGE SYNTIIESIS 

JOE N. NAY, Senior Research Associate, 
The Urban Institute 

Joe Nay is going to present his perspective on knO\vledge synthe

sis. Joe is currently at the Urban Institute. He is an engineer by 

training, a graduate of a joint program bet~veen the Electrical Engi

neering Department and the Sloane School of Management at MIT. He 

has done quite a bit of work primarily with interdisciplinary teams 

to alter the operations and improve the effectiveness of large organ

izations, b:th inside and outside of Government. His experience 

covers management problems, policy research, practical problems of' 

implementation and also evaluation. Joe, it's a pleasure to welcome 

you. ~ 

10m.. NAY: 

After listening to everyone else yesterday, I reworked my talk 

last night. I dun't knmv if I have done a good or a bad job yet; but 

I'd like to start with something that happened to a friend of mine a 

fe,v years back, 'vhich, I think, puts some of the things you heard yes

terday in perspective. 

This person decided to do a series of intervie,vs with high-level 

analysts and high-level policy people in a series of departments in 

the Federal Government. He collected a lot of nameS from many of us. 

He interviewed a lot of the analysts and I ,vas very interested in hmv 

it came out because I had been close to the past work of several qf 

those analysts. A lot of their work had had effects that I knew about. 
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Some of the effects were very positive. Some of the effects (I 

thought) destroyed things that I was very fond of. I had a lot of 

mixed feelings both about how the effects of their ~Ilork had come out 

and how all of this would come out in the interviews. 

I think that bo th of us ~Ilere as tounded when he came back ~Ili th 

the first round of intervie~lls. Almost universally, people in these 

analysis and staff groups had told him that they hadn't had any ef

fect at all. I plowed through some of the interviews myself ~Ilith him. 

I even found that some people ~Ilhose effects I kn::~v of (because I hnd 

been ~Ilorking with line management people at the time the effects of 

their ~Ilork took place) had said, "The most frustr"nting thing about 

my three-year tour was that I didn't have any effect at all." Hmll 

could they say that? 

I sometimes think that people in staff groups and a lot of eval

uators and analysts, in particular, have a vision in their head that is 

left over from "Executive Suite. ,,32 That serial has done more htn"m 
"' ... 

to management than anything else that ever happened. It left people 

with visions of the big meeting where decisions are made. Everybody 

has a cigar, and they say, "What shall we do?" The analyst read8 off 

his numbers, and they say, "That's it. That's it. That is what '1113 

are going to do!" Few analysts ever actually find themselves in such 

a meeting; perhaps that is why they think that their 'Ilork has no ef

fect. If you look upon evaluation as gathering information to have 

an effect an an organization or upon the decision-makers in that or

ganization, however, I think that you have to look very carefully at 

the sort of ripple effects that each effort has. 

32Editor's Note: "Executive Suite" was a movie, genre soap opera, 
serialized on television during the fall of 1976. 
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In one sense, I think a lot of those analysts were right. They 

had often gone to meetings and taken their papers \vith them. They 

said, "This is what we ought to do!" And the decision-maker didn't 

do exactly what they said. But in some particular cases that I kne\v 

about where my friend found the intervieweee still saying, "None of 

my stuff had any effect," I kne\v that in many cases it had had \vide

spread effect, either by altering some course of action, or preventing 

another one, or by really sealing a choice that people hadn't quite 

made up their mj.nds to make. 

So I think that even the idea of effect is more in line wir-h 

what Donald Elisburg said last night. 33 Hhether something has effect 

or not depends upon what different people \vill accept as proof and 

how their actions are influenced, or bounded, by information that 

they believe. 

The National Evaluation Program at LEAA is partly a knowledge 

synthesis program. It's broken into a .. )?hase I study which is a syn

thesis and assessment study and larger Phase II evaluation studies. 

I'll talk a little bit about how that came about. 

A Phase I study is really a synthesis of the information that is 

available. He could talk for hours about \vhat I think is necessary 

and unnecessary to do knowledge synthesis, but I \vant all the Phase I 

grantees to stay in the room so I'm not going to give that talk. This 

way, the Phase I grantees won't have heard this entire talk already. 

The important thing about the NEP (after hearing yesterday's 

high-level people from agencies around town) is that it is something 

that has been carried out. A lot of information has been gathered 

together. A lot of knowledge files have been built. It is kind of 

interesting to see how that worked. Our role is as technical advisor, 

33 - . 
See page 201 above. 
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and we are doing a case study of how it all happened over the last 

two or three years and hmv 1ve think it all came out. ~~e are also 

giving intermediate advisories along the 'vay of things 've think ought 

to be changed. 

The present emphasis on oversight is one of the factors that is 

leading to the development of these syntheses programs in several 

agencies right nmv. And acceptance of the results hinges in part On 

degrees of proof. English is a funny language. There are t1vC defi

nitions of "oversight." The first One is supervision, superintendency, 

inspection, charge, care, management and control. A lot of people 

forget that there is also a second definition of oversight that is 

used every day, \vhich is the fact of passing over without seeing, 

omission or failure to see or notice, inadvertence. 

I 1vant to talk today about a real life attempt by an agency to 

convert what a lot of people thought was a case of the latter defini

tion to a case of the former definitiog, the National Evaluation Pro-
" 

gram. 

Hhen I used to try to teach people about evaluation in Government 

programs, I always required that they look at a program and find out 

some very simple things at the start. I used to keep pounding, 1'Go 

out and look and see if it exists." People say, "Evaluators haven't 

done anything." But there are hundreds of programs around the country 

that never were implemented in anything near the shape in which they 

were envisioned. And without evaluators, no one would ever have known 

this in many cases. I think the evaluators have pointed that out, and 

I think that is a valuable function. So the first question about a 

program is, Does it exist? and the second question is, Hhat is it? 

What process is in operation? Hhat is it that exists? Hhat outcomes 

are produced (you have heard all these before in any evaluation paper 

that you have read) and 'vhat impact do they have? 
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We can't do any less for the NEP. There ~yjll be a case study 

out in May where ~"e ,,,ill try to ans'ver those questions for the first 

two-and-a-half years of the program. But ~"e can anS\ver the question 

now (sort of from the laboratory to you) although we may have to re

verse ourselves later. We can say, Does the NEP exist? Yes. What 

process and operation? He can't tell you all about it today in a 

half-an-hour, but \ve have it pretty \vell documented. Hhat outcomes 

have been produced so far? Nineteen studies have been produced, and 

there are ej.ght more underway. There will be another batch next year. 

Hhat impacts do they have? Some of those impacts are being captured 

through surveys and interviews. Others won't be. 

For a number of years, as a couple of people have remarked, the 

bulk of LEAA money went into the block grant program. The block grant 

program was originally, by design, a case of the second type of over

sight. At one time it was characterized as "leaving the money on a 

stump .and letting someone come and get it," the way people used to 

buy moonshine. This ~vas a result of arr" argument about whether local 

initiatives or national categorical programs were better; and for a 

long time, LEM had this block grant program. There 'vere tens of 

thousands of grants out there, hundreds of most any kind that you 

could name that were commonly kno\ol1l. They \ve.re locally de termined, 

and most of their evaluation, if it was done at all, was done locally. 

Most of the national evaluation effort was made against the discre

tionary money, on that part of the money that national LEAA controlled. 

The 1973 Act required oversight in evaluation. If you can pic

ture what happened, you go along for a number of years. You give 

away your rooney. People make grants with it for things that they 

think are good. Suddenly Congress says, "You don't know what they 

are doing. You don't know how it's working out. We want some over

sight information about this." 
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Host people suggested that four or five big evaluations be done 

immediately, that large, long-term evaluations with clear assumptions 

be put in the field. The problem was that \vhen all the internal sug

gestions '-lera produced of what should be evaluated, there were (on 

the last list that I could find \vhen I ,vas preparing this talk) 122 

topic areas that people had suggested as needing one of these five 

costly evaluations. 

Hany groups in Government have been faced with similar problems) 

and I think many groups have called in the univcr"ities and selected 

five topics and begun large-scale evaluations. Some of these have 

efforts 'vorked out; but, as you heard yesterday, an a,vful lot of them 

have run aground. They have come back ''lith findings about the nature 

of what is out there. Hhat was being done in the field has been dif

ferent than everybody thought. The measurements selected in advance 

by the agency and the evaluation grantee haven't exactly fitted the 

programs to be measured. There has been controversy about the results. 

LEAA did, we thought, a clever thing. They convened a task force 

whose director is in this room and settled upon a strategy of trying 

to milk knowledge in sequential steps from those locally-determined 

block grants in order to go at it in stages and try to build some in

formation files. A little over two years ago, they carne to us and 

said, "He want to try one of your approaches of buying knm'lledge in 

sequential stages." That is always a pretty good thing. It makes 

you feel good if they say they want to try one of your approaches. 

The bad part was they wanted us to help. After a lot of hassling 

over the ground rules, we agreed to serve as technical advisors and 

to do a case study of what happened. 

In the face of all of the same pressures and problems that were 

outlined to you so gloomily yesterday, of pressures from up above, 
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pressures to hide results, vagueness of objectives, certainly a lack. 

of consistency in many of the programs, enormous gaps bet1~veen theory 

and practice, the National Evaluation Program has come into being. 

It has produced the 19 Phase I studies that are complete and has 8 

more underway. Despite the problems that you heard about from execu

tives from half of the Federal Government yesterday, the full studies 

al:e available. You can get them. You can check them out of the li

brary or you can get them on Hicrofiche. Some are better than others. 

You can get them all. Summaries of all are being distributEld . 

. The summaries which are ~.,ritten by the grantees are nationally 

distributed. Some demonstrable impacts have already occurred, and 

we are following up ~.,ith surveys and interviews to try to check out 

some more. Every study has been preliminarily rated, both ~.,hether 

it's the kind of thing ~.,e thought we ~.,ere buying with Phase I ~.,ork 

descriptj,ons, and on what ~.,e think the apparent usefulness of it is. 

The program has been kept stable long enough that we are beginning 

to have a good idea of what some of its strengths and weaknesses are. 
'" .... 

Changes are no~v being made to improve some of the problems that have 

cropped ~,p. 

In May, as I said, the case study will be available; and you ~vil1 

be able to see what we think about the whole process. 

In light of what you heard yesterday from various officials who 

told you why something like this cannot be done, it's'hard to under

stand how this could have happened. So I've revised my talk on kno~.,l

edge synthesis to try to outline for you here today the key things 

that I think allowed it to happen. I have five here. (There may be 

a different five in the report.) They are: 
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e Simplistic thinking 

0 Stubbornness 

0 A detailed approach 

0 Pressure to fo1lmv it 

0 A single person in charge 

Let's see, simplistic thinking and stuhbornness. I think people 

sort of outlined som~ simple things to do and they stuck with them 

for a year or two, an underlying concept or two that didn't get modi

fied until the agency could begin to see how they "larked. Unusual, 

but it happened. Two more key factors were the work description 

(1. e., a de tailed approach) and pressure to follow it. I think tlw 

fact that a single person was responsible for it (Dick Barnes
34 

who 

is back there in the corner and ought to be up here speaking) is major. 

He has stuck with this thing fo1. t'vo-and-a-half years. He has been 

responsible for it, and he has been the focal point for it. He has 

gott~n encouragement and occasional discouragement from the heads of 

his agency and other people in his agency. He is still on the pro

gram. I think his strong determination to do these obvious things--
'-, 

read the proposals, look at the concept papers, talk to the grantees, 

try to get people to modify their approach a little bit so they come 

out a little better--has been a key factor. 

One of the simplistic i<1eas 'vas that too little was knmvn about 

what was actually happening in many topic areas to really begin full-

Rca1e evaluation. This led to the idea of a Phase I, Phase II 

ation. I will not talk about Phase II today. 

Phase I is really a form. of eva1uability assessment, and 've will 

talk a lot about the nature of what we think eva~uability assessment 

is. 

34 
Editor's Note: Head of the National Evaluation Program at the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. 
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Phase II is a larger, longer evaluation \"here one appears \oJar

ranted, and after you know enough about the area to better begin to 

scope one. 

People talked a lot yesterday about the dangers in the evalua

tor's job. There are a lot of dangers in the evaluator's job, nnd 1 

believe Jim Stockdill noted that the evaluators may often be the only 

persons who are looking at both the rhetorical charters and the oper-

t · t" t' 35 , . . a ~ng ac ~v~ 1.es. :Brom the standpo1.nt of an organIzation try:ing t:tl 

implement programs, you don't \oJanl: to ever sell that activity short 

because questions about performance come from those rhetorical cl1artt'rs 

in many cases. The measurements thnt \vill have to bn taken if an 

evaluator does the measurements himself will al~vnys be out \vhere the 

activities are. When \ve tal~~ about evaluability assessments, \oJe arc 

trying to assess that gap and bring the rhetoric and the activities 

closer together before buying major evaluations. 

Again, you have heard my stories before. There is a favorite 

quote of mine in one of Shakespeare's plays that goes something like 

this. One fello\v says, "I can call dragons from the mis ty deep." 

And the other replies, "So can I and so can any man; but the question 

is, when you call them, will they come?" 

Now, various private and public groups have been busy calling 

those dragons from the deep in the form of policies and even programs 

to solve problems. It has only been a fe\v years, really, since the 

Office of Economic Opportunity ~vould end poverty, police chiefs would 

end crime, school superintendents ~vould end reading and math problems, 

especially among the poor. The evaluator in many Governmental opera

tions has been (for a number of years) the only person who was required 

to go out and see if these dragons came. 

35 See page 129 above. 
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By an evaluability assessment, 'ole mean 1.1 design approach ,,,hieh 

looks at the project or precess thaL is described by the people in 

charge, and looks also at the process thaL exists in reality. Trying 

to bring these t,,,o sectors together is an attempt to match up this 

measurable information ,.;rith the ques tions, the goals, the obj ec ti ves 

of the people in charge. It is true that you may find their objee

tives (not the people, of course) very fuzzy. You may find both the 

objectives and the activities very fuzzy. But by working with those 

people in charge and ,,,ith the tlH.10ry about ,,,hat is supposed to ,,,ork. 

and ho,,, it is supposed to happen until the rhetorical purposes of a 

particular Government activity are reduced to a series of evaluable 

statements, you have half your problem solved. In many cases, 'ole see 

evaluations where people then go to the field; and they try to assess 

(but there is a lot of argument in our m.;rn group about whether you 

should go to the field and assess at that point) ,,,hether those evalu

able statements are true. If the activity in the field, on the other 

hand, is really quite different from the rhetoric, therE! are a lot of 

cheaper ,.;rays--than formal evaluation--<)f finding out hm" different 

rhetoric and activity are. A smaller, cheaper study where you try to 

collect that information is one of those ways. It is also a lot less 

visible than going out and doing a massive evaluation and finding out 

that the implementation is quite different, even though it may be ei

ther good or bad. 

So the other half of evaluability assessment consists of record

ing carefully the service process or direct intervention that is ac

tually being made and attempting to create a measurement model of the 

real activity of a project. This is carried out so that what is ac

tually being done can be described in the most mundane and concrete 

way you can find. From this, you can assess what in real:tty can be 

measured, what those measu..:ements would be, hm" they would be taken, 

how much they would cost and exactly where they would be obtained. 

By now, you anticipate my next step. 
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The end result of an evaluability analysis is an att.empt to tnarty 

these two sets of information together and see if you CLln match up the 

potential anStvers that you can get with the potential questions thnt 

evel~body is interested in. 

He now refer to two new types of error. He not only have Type I 

and Type II errors;36 we now also have Type III and Type IV errors as 

well. 

Type III error is going out and measul"ing sometld.ng that doesn't 

exist and coming back with numbers about it. 

Type IV error is going out and measuring something very well, 

but not getting any of the things that anyone is interested in. 37 

When you go to that big decision meeting in the sky or you try to 

distribute the information, you find that you have measured a lot of 

information about a real activity; but none of the things are inter

esting to the people who are in the discussions about what is to be 
"" 

done with them. 

We will say if you only have ttvo hours to design an evaluation, 

spend one hour on the rhetorical program and one en the actual direct 

36Editor's Note: Type I error: the rejection of a true null hypothe
sis (that is, obtaining a statistic indicating there has been an ef
fect, when there is no effect). 

Type II error: acceptance of a false null hypothesis (that is, ob
taining a statistic indicating there has been no effect, ~Yhen there 
is one). 

37Editor's Note: These problems are discussed at length in the Urban 
Institute's Working Paper 783-34, "Evaluability Assessment: Avoiding 
Types III and IV Errors," John H. Scanlon, Pamela Horst, Joe N. Nay, 
Richard E. Schmidt, and John D. Haller, January 1977. 
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intervention. If you have t~.,o days to design an evalun tion, try 

spending one day on each job. I f you have t\V'o months, spend one.' 

month on each job. 

It is not so much that there is a fixed cost to evaluability 

assossment, but that there must be a fixed attitude of these contin

uously recurring attempts to match the ans,.,ers to the questions and 

the questions to the answers. Because you are really trying to d~>Bign 

a workable path lor producing information out of ~vhat is going on and 

bringing it back to the people ,.,110 are in charge of it. \110 put gre.nt 

stock, as you can tell, on bringing information back to the people 

who arc in charge of it, even if they don't ~.;ant it. 

At the same time, you arc really getting a lot of the basis for 

a technical evaluation design. He don't vim., this effort as a prelude 

1:0 evaluation. He really vie~.; it as a Ude of evaluation tools in pro

ducing information, although people ,.;il1 make a lot of arguments about 

the level of belief; but I thillk those ..... are philosophical arguments. 

There are many ,.,ays OJ: producing thingE-' that are just beyond question 

(or beyond belief!). Unfortunately, a lot of those academically sure 

ways do not work very well in actual complex programs. There arc a 

lot of ,.;ays of producing less convincing proof that can be applied 

pretty well. You are always in a trade-off between ,.;hat is possible 

and what is desired in a real program and a real program evaluation. 

Tl;;~ typical local criminal justice administrator needs to kno,.; 

more about a new approach than that outstanding people under a partic·

u1ar set of conditions (which are generally different from their Dtm) 

were able to do it successfully. He believe that before gambling on 

an approach, an administrator needs to kno,.; if it has been successful 

in a variety of settings when operated by ordinary people. In this 

sense, the broad block grant program is pretty good. If you can col

lect a lot of these projects in a topic area and they're being operated 
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by ordinary people :i.n operational agendes at the local level some

thing may be learned, \'1hether it I S in the court or police or correc

tions or diversIon programs. \~hat did \"0 senc.1 Phi1s~ 1 grantc~s 

out to do? 'fhe work descripdon is available also. 38 Call Dick 

Barnes and get the \'1ork description. Somebody described it last night 

as a spiral staircase. 

'fhe NEP Phase I study tries to introduce a short intense prior 

step, 11 form of evaluation design that. includes the synthesis of 

measurement: models for the area under cc.n!3ideration, collection and 

asse!'sment of the information that is avai1sble so you can try to see 

what is known, \'1hat will need to b~ known and \'1hat is knowable. Don't 

forget that l?st step. You may find yourself in a position of promis-

ing people anS\'1ers that simply aren't knowable from the programs that 

exist. 

By going step by step and exploring what is kno\m, we feel that 

a quicker overview can be provided. unnecessary errors can be avoided 

in design or evaluation, and a file can be crettted on a topic area 

as you go along. One of the toughest underlying concepts to implement 

in these studies grew out of evaluabi1ity assessment. A conscious 

attempt was made to meld together 'eh;! theoretical thinking in a topic 

area, ~'hat actually occurs in field operations, and thl:: methodologies 

of measurement and evaluation. 'lom White, \'1ho is here today, says 

that most of the one-person prob',ems h'lve been solved. There have 

been enough bright people around long enough that most of the problems 

that one person can solve have been taken care of. A lot of the prob

lems today are team problems. You don't find very many pc:ople \'1ho 

are awfully good in theory in a topic area and who are also good in 

',' 

38 
Editor's Note: The Work Description fcir a Phase I Study is available 
from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
LEAA. 
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• the measurement and evaluation that needs to be done later. You 

really need to meld those skills together. 

We and the grantees--probably they more than us--have found i.t 

a very painful meld. We tried to do it w'ith a structured work d(~

scription that in~luded issue papers in the area to try to address 

the theory and ,.,hat people said ,.,as being done and should be done. 

Flow and function information from actual prujects in the field \Vas 

also included. First, a survey of the projects (usually by telephone) 

and then visits to a lot of projects to try to take down exactly \vhat 

intervention was can.-ied out and hoW' it's connected to the criminal 

justice system. Then W'e ask study teams to synthesize a frame'vork 

for description and evaluation c.:nd to assemble against this frmne\vork 

what 'knO\.,ledge is already available that has been produced in other 

reports and what knowledge they picked up on their field visits. In 

other words, they are to callout in terms of the framework and the 

issues what everyone wants ans,.,ered, what gaps theTe are in the kno\"l

edge and how they might .. be filled. Tuey are also asked to try to de-
".~ '., -: 

sign the measures and the rpproaches they would '..lse, if they had to 

look at a singl~ project in this particular topic area. I will give 

you a list of topic areas later, but they are quite diverse. The 

work description had to be fairly general. 

There was a lot of argument at the beginning about how much this 

should cost and hm., long it should take. Arguments ranged from 

$20,000 in four months to hundreds of thousands of dollars in years. 

We finally settled on a kind of a nominal size which varied little 

with the different topic areas. LEAA shot for a six- or eight-month 

turn-arollnd which proved to be, I think, too optimistic; and certainly 

most of the grantees who are here will feel that that was too optimistic. 

We kept track of it all as they went along. After running the 

first batch through and looking at them, we knew a lot more about the 
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process. Each of the 19 full reports completed has been read by all 

of the members of a team made up of LEAA and Urban Institute people, 

and each has been rated as to its Phase I-ness and probable usefulness. 

He have kept at it until we have gotten forced-choice paired-ratings 

on several criteria. As Dick said in one of our meetings, "It's a 

very select game. In order to come to the table and play, you have 

to read all 19 reports." One of the reports is 1,800 pages long. 

Some of them are shorter than that. 

The early Phase I study leaders' comments and complaints ~(7ere 

all gathered and comb~ned. He took a lot through intervie~(7s and a 

lot through meetings that we had at different tiilles with people doing 

the work. These were combined with the ratings of the study, section 

by section, to try to get information to re~(7ork the ,(7ork description. 

Hhen one of these things gees right, you are not exactly sure what has 

happened; and when one of these things goes ~(7rong, you don't know 

quite whether you made an error in explaining i~, ~(7hether the topic 
"'" area is sort of impossible, or ,(7hether the grantee has fallen on his 

face. With a sample of 19, obviously I'm not going to say we have 

experimented and will determine the critical five or six factors that 

are in there. But I will say that we are keeping track of them, and 

we are trying to feed them back now into what the agency is doing so 

that they can do a better job on the next ones that they do. 

We are using phone surveys to follow up the summaries that are 

distributed. I didn't bring any summaries with me, but there are 

small sun~aries that are being distributed nationally. We are doing 

phone surveys of local and state people to see, did they get it? Did 

they read it? \fuat did they think of it and can they tell us any

thing they have done as a result of it or anything they are going to 

do? 
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He are using interviews to follmv up actual users in the agency. 

There are several of the studies that have actual line users in the 

agency, and 've are going to intervie,v them. \Ve already have dO'ne 

some interviews to follmv up what they think they got out of the study. 

So 've are trying to put all of this together and address this question 

of joint levels of use, the question of what is effective information 

to put out. There is one thing that people 'vere saying yesterday 

which is very true--that the higher you go in an agency, the more 

people 'vant and I1eed one-line descriptions. Hhen Congress improves 

their oversight, this problem'vill, of course, go away. They 'vi11 he 

ready to take complicated textured information about textured programs. 

But until that happens, the higher up you go, the ,nore you need some

thing that is almost a press-release level of information about the 

study. I think it has been very hard for the grantees because they 

know that their information is going to be revimved at various levels 

and they can almost predict at different levels who is going to be 

happy with it and 'vho is going to be unhappy. Nevertheless they have 

gone ahead drawing up their summaries ... "And LEAA took a policy quite 

early that not only did they not want to affect (if they could help 

it) what their grantees put in the summary as far as conclusions 'vere 

concerned, but that they didn't even want to give the appearance of 

affecting it. 

The Urban Institute revie,vs each product as well as LEAA. If 

we think the summary doesn't match the con tent of the full report 've 

send them an advisory, and we say, "Hey, we don't like this part of 

the summary because 've don't think it matches what's in the report." 

Th~re is a regular process for convening, meeting and having an argu

ment about that. But the further up you go, you do have to reduce 

the amount of information; and there is more and more pressure to 

have a result that matches what people previously told people they 
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are doing and ~"hat people previously told people the results are. 

However, the grantee's own final summary is made available in each 

case. 

We have some difficulties in deciding how ~"ell 'ole are doing in 

terms of study quality. If you let 19 studies and YOll know '''hat 

you'd like to get out of them, how many of them should be good? He 

do have informal knm"lcdge of other people's internal revie\"s of sets 

of studies ,,,here somebody in some agency has looked at the reseU):ch 

that t11ey have bought. Generally, if 50 studies are examined, say, 

some of them can be eliminated. That is, they are not any good at 

all. Another bat9h of them may have usefulness, and another batch 

of them are really useful. Generally) the figures that I have trom 

various agencies run about 35 percent, if you want to take a middle 

range of how many studies turned out. That is, 35 percent of all 

studies let are really useful. Unfortunately, not enough of these 

studies of buying research have been done systematically, and not 
"" 

enough have been done in an open way ,,,here you can use them for COUl-

parison. There is still enormous pressure on people in GC?vernment 

to say that every grant that they let produces something. 

If you are not in Government, you can say, I am going out and I 

am going to let 50 grants and I expect t~"o-thirds of them to go sour. 

If you are in industry, you can do that with your research; nobody 

expects all your research to pan out. But in Government there is 

still this feeling that all grants should be perfect; they should all 

corne out. If anyone here should happen to know of any comparisons 

that I can use on yields of contract research, I wish you would see 
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me some time in the next few days because I only have one or t,,,o com

parisons now that I can publicly use. Three or four that I thought 

I could use have been withdrawn by people '''ho called up and said, 

"Gee, '''hen I gave you that letter, I gave it to you for your mvn URe; 

and I really don't ,,,ant you to use it as an open comparison because 

nobody here '''ill understand. II He are really having trouble gr8ppling 

with that issue of ,,,hat kind of yield you should get out of a set of 

studies like this. We are going to try to treat it in the case study, 

so if you all have examples that you kno\" of, that I car use for com

parisons, I'd appreciate them. 

I ,,,ill just run through the topic areas of the first 19 Phase I 

studies. They \"ere Neighborhood Team Policing, Sp~cialized Patrol, 

Traditional Patrol, Crime Analysis, Pre-trial Screening, Ere-trial 

Release, Youth Service Bureaus, Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency, 

. Juvenile Diversion, Alternatives to Juvenlle Incarceration, Detention 

of Juveniles and Alternatives to Its Use, Project IDENT, Citizen 

Patrol, Citizen Reporting, Early Warni~~g Robbery Reduction, Premise 

Security Surveys, Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (which is a 

drug treatment referral program), Court Information Systems, and Half

way Houses. 

Let me anticipate a question by saying that when we took this 

approach to the t.~Qic of Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency, nobody 

thought that anyone would come out with a complete framework for juve

nile delinquency prevention. But it was an area of examination that 

was just getting on its feet. The agency had to have some tools to 

go in and explore it. Because this was a structured approach, they 

pushed some people into it to do some early exploration from which 

they could use the data and inforniation that were produced in their 

continuing work. 

I think that is about all. I am ready to open up for questions. 
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